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My Moon
Sister Moon is a powerfully influential force in the lives of women. Consider her hold over the
ocean; she controls the ebb and flow of waters and she can similarly connect with your fluids.
When you become connected to yourself, you'll start to notice how the art form of life begins to
imitate the natural world and your cycles may sync with the phases of the moon. Some people refer to
menstruation as "moon time" because of this undeniable connection.
Syncing your cycles with the phases of Sister Moon begins with bringing awareness to self as well
as the moon. Bringing sleep habits closer to your natural circadian rhythm and getting lots of naturetime will also intensify your connection.
Charting your cycle along with the moon phases is a great place to begin the journey.

day
1

month of

moon phase image // fill in accordingly
menstruation // fill in accordingly

Make this chart your own. Day 1 signifies the day you begin your cycle. Complete the
moon phase image to represent the moon's phase on the first day of your cycle. Do
the same with the menstruation droplet. If your cycle begins heavy, fill in the entire
droplet. You get the idea! Continue doing this each month. The end-goal is to
reconnect with your own body, whether you sync with Sister Moon or not. Many
variables can influence our cycles and this will be different for everyone. Be sure to
make extra copies of the following page so you can keep track.
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Things I'm noticing...

